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JOHN VINCENT

Abstraction, like logic and what is

termed the practical reason, is a way

of man's thinking. Like all thought, ab

straction is included in the more gen

eral process called symbolization. Its

particular distinction is its quality of

summary, the ability to treat many

particular ideas in more easily

handled general categories. Mathe

matics exemplifies this process more

than any other branch of human en

deavor. Abstractions are arrived at by

eliminating the impurities of fact and

retaining the essentials of structure or

form. What, then, is abstract photog

raphy? More than any other question

that could be asked of modern pho

tographers this. query is vital, for it is

at the root of every argument over

photography as an art form. Can pho

tography be abstract? Is abstract pho

tography, as so many critics argue, a

type of art product, a result rather

than a method? Or is it, as others con

tend, a truly honest process of aesthet

ic exploration? Then, too, it could be

none of these, for still another group

of critics views it only as an example

of ill-adapted nomenclature which, in

its attempt to be inclusive, declines to

be critical. For the first time in memory

an attempt has been made to define

both the method and content of this
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form. Under the direction of Edward Steichen, The Museum of Mod

ern Art in New York has assembled 150 photographs in its "Abstrac

tion in Photography" exhibition from May 2 through July 4, 1951.

As a source of pleasure, the exhibition is an unqualified success.

But its positive contribution to contemporary photography can only

be measured in terms of the problems it raises, the problems stated

above. The editors of PHOTO ARTS have decided that the importance

of these problems, and of the answers they provoke, merit devoting

the larger part of this issue to a discussion and illustration of the

arguments raging about abstract photography. We are happy to be

able to publish statements by recognized authorities. in the field of

photography; these express some of the points of yiew possible on

this subject. We feel sure that our readers will be as thoroughly

interested in this vital question as are all serious photographers.

8
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by ERWIN BLUMEN FELD

The term abstract photography is an old-

fashioned one, and, I believe, completely

out of step with our times. This is not the

day for abstraction. It is too petty a prob

lem to be considered when one also real

izes the consequences of recent historical

events. The impress of war and interna

tional chaos excludes any genuine con

cern with such funeral pieces. If one is to

be frank about the subject, any part of

any photograph can be considered as an

abstract item. This readily recognized

fact illustrates how far abstract photog

raphy is from the mainstream of creative

photography. All nature itself— the very

subject of the photographer— can be seen

in abstract terms . . . yet it is not. Why?

The answer is simply that the creative

photographer is seeking more with his

personal vision than abstraction, and-*

that the art in photography lies in pre

cisely these infinite ways the photogra

pher can see his world. He creates his

forms, much as natural forms themselves

were created. But his is not the role of

recorder, for between what he photo

graphs and what he produces on film

is projected the personal element . . .

his unique gestalt of vision. If we can

talk of art, it is here that it exists.

I FREDERICK SOMMFp

12







by EDWARD STEICHEN

The term abstraction used here in connection

with photography is hardly more than a conve

nient handle with which to tag a wide range of

intelligent artful experimentation as well as the

significant creative achievements. The discipline
of an enforced objectivity in laboratory photog

raphy is countered by the creative control of

selection exercised by the photographer. The
esthetic factor in the scientific photograph is read

or imagined into it by the observer. The creative

photographer initiates the esthetic factor. A

cloud chamber photograph showing disintegra
tion and conversion under bombardment of one

hundred million electron volt neutrons from the
giant University of California cyclotron, and a

photograph of a fragment of a wall by Frederick

Sommer both represent a reality and both convey
a feeling of immutable force and power that

goes beyond the actual facts of the photographs.

In the one, this feeling is incidental to the facts

portrayed; the other originates in the perception

and creative ability of a major American artist.

THE ACCIDENT OF ABSTRACTION
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"Throughout my career, I

have held that photogra

phy means literally light

drawing. In my abstract

photograph, I do not use a

camera: I draw with light

on photographic paper —

that is how 1 overcome the

limitation of the lens cam

era and give free play to

creative imagination."

EDITOR'S NOTE: The photo

graph opposite the copy is

not that picture of Miss

Jacobi's which appeared at

the Museum of Modern Art

Exhibit. It is though, very

representative of her work.
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by AARON SISKIND

When I make a photograph

I want it to be an altogether

new object, complete and

self-contained, whose basic

condition is order . . . unlike

the world of events and ac

tions whose permanent con

dition is change and dis

order. The business of

making a photograph may

be said in simple terms to

consist of three elements . . .

the objective world, the

sheet of paper on which the

picture will be realized,

and the experience which

brings them together. First,

and emphatically, I accept

the flat plane of the picture

surface as the primary

frame of reference. The ex

perience itself may be de-

18
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scribed as one of total absorption in the object. But the object serves only

a personal need and the requirements of the picture. These objects must

finally take their place in the tonal field of the picture and strictly con

form to their space environment. The object has entered the picture in a

sense. It has been photographed directly, but it is often unrecognizable.

It has been removed from its usual context, disassociated from its cus

tomary neighbors and forced into new relationships. I must stress that

my own interest is immediate and in the picture. What I am conscious of,

and what I feel is the picture I am making, the relation of that picture to

others I have made, and its relation to others I have experienced.

THE PERSONALITY OF ABSTRACTION
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The moment you make a picture, you

translate reality into photographic sym

bols, and dealing with symbols is the

beginning of any kind of abstraction.

The closer the symbols mirror the real,

the palpable thing, the less is the pic

ture said to be abstract. The more re

moved the symbols are from their

conventional organization in reality, the

more abstract. I believe that the unique

feature of the photographic medium -its

ability to most closely reproduce reality

—is irretrievably being forfeited when

the object becomes unrecognizable in

the photographic recreation. For me, the

most valid abstract is one which both

holds onto the reality of the object and

yet transcends it by the strength of the

associations it evokes in the observer.

When photography is used to destroy the

object and manipulate what remains into

something closer to the fcye's desire, a

momentarily exciting picture may be the

result, but the primary function and vital

ity of the photographic medium are seri

ously threatened. The world about us,

penetrated with imagination, is "ab

stract" enough  GIT A LENZ

23
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One photographer's formulae for effective work does not neces

sarily hold true for others in the profession. Very rarely are the

methods of one man applicable to a geat many and for that reason

Otto Fenn believes any postulates put forth on photographic art

should be taken with more than a grain of salt. Otto Fenn shys

away from dogma and advises aspiring young photographers to

do likewise. "I get fed up when I read these high-flown, pedantic

articles on sure-fire methods of taking pictures. There just aren't

any!" Fenn believes that a thorough study of design is invaluable

to the photographer. From design, a feeling for color and compo

sition is acquired which is of prime importance in later stages of

photography. Fenn himself, studied design for four years, supple

menting the knowledge with studies of window-display and scenic

design. Too many photographers are known solely for one type of

work. "Yotf often hear of photographers getting bored with their

work," says Fenn, "the main reason is, it's always the same sort

of work. They make a hit with one type of picture and repeat the

format for the rest of their careers." Otto Fenn has a passion for
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experimentation and novelty. But not novelty

for novelty's sake. He points out, "The reason

Cocteau's surrealism is so appreciated is because

we know he can make conventional shots with

just as much skill." Most of Fenn's work has

appeared in fashion magazines like Harper's

Bazaar and Today's Woman. He is especially

noted for his cover series. A photographer work

ing with a model, he finds, is much like a director

and an actress. The model must perform with as

much animation, with as much feeling, with as

much projection as an actress on a stage, and the

photographer must strive for the unity of effect

that stage directors seek. And, as on the stage, a

performer who responds to direction will bring

forth the best results. Few workers in the field

realize that a photographer is as much an inter

pretive artist as a singer or a dancer. For, if it

were just a matter of choosing an object and

clicking a shutter then a three year old could take

pictures. Fenn is one of the few photographers

who attacks his work in an artistic frame of mind.

He realizes that each picture is a new project

which demands a new approach. "The photog

rapher who uses the same lighting and same

setting for several pictures is as much a hack as

the writer who turns out one pulp story after

another." Louise Dahl-Wolfe was looking for an

assistant when Otto Fenn was working as art

director with the New Hampshire Barnstormers.

She chose Fenn and their four years together de

cided Fenn on entering photography profession

ally. He cites Dahl-Wolfe as a perfect example of

the well-rounded photographer whose black and

white pictures are just as deftly executed as her

color shots. A great deal of Fenn's work has been

WOMAN QP*JEW YORK COCTEAU



reproduced in Town and

Country and Theatre Arts.

He shoots with a Rolleflex

and an 8X10 View Camera.

His personality shots in

clude an amazing number

of celebrities in all fields

among them: Cocteau,

Saroyan, Cantinfias, Mae

West, Ethel Merman, Ray

Bolger. He doesn't believe

in premeditated photo

graphs; he rarely prear

ranges the details of a

shooting. "Too many unex

pected things happen when

you enter the studio," he

explains. He likes to impro

vise and often gets ideas

on the spur of the moment.

These sudden inspirational

flashes are evidenced in

many of his shots. Otto

Fenn believes, "If you ap

proach photography as a

means of expression rather

than a method of trans

planting life onto film, then

you have left the photog

rapher behind you and you

are surely on your way

to becoming the artist."

HORST LIGHTING

RAWLINGS STYLE

THE AVEDON FEELING

0

HUENE ELEGANCE

NAYLOR NATURALNESS

DAHL-WOLFE COMPOSITION
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This unique parody on top

photographers was a result of

relaxed posing and whimsical

poses. Fenn noticed that the end

product resembled styles of well

known cameramen. Thus, simply

by accident this parody came

about. See photographs on left.



Ballet 1935 by Alexey Brodo-

vitch is a fascinating action

photo offset by stationary

figures. Brodovitch, a pioneer

in the? field, used a contax

with 1.5 lens in order to get

this shot. He estimates the

speed at 1/10 to 1/25. The

picture taken in 1935 was

shot with the fastest film

available at that time. A

Koday Triple X or Press as it

was known then. The print

has appeared in Ballet Books

and other exhibits. Page 8.

This curious Study in Diple

is the work of Otto Fenn. It

is a composite photograph

of Bob Cato, art director

and Dolores Fenn, the pho

tographer's sister. Notice the

smooth meeting of chins.

Cato was shot at 1/10 at

f3.5 and Dolores at 1/25 at

f3.5. A 777 Developer was

used on the Super XX film.

Fenn snapped the shot al

most in the water,, without

a tripod. Printed on Illus

trated Special Paper. Page 49

Sol Mednick's Plastic Coat

Hanger was created in the

enlarger. The curious subject

of the picture and the perfect

definition of the object com

bine to make an interesting

example of unphotographed

art. The picture was kept in

a Dektor Developer for about

a minute and a half. As pro

vocative abstract art, Sol

Mednick's Plastic Coat Hang

er clearly shows the results

obtainable through a little

imagination and skill. Page 1 1.

Jacque Lowe's Ruined Rail

way Station was taken in

Cologne, Germany. Lowe

tried to present one picture

that would be represenative

of so many of the stations in

Cologne. He fried to present

a crude scene esthetically.

Several attempts were made

to achieve the desired effect.

This picture was shot when

the sun was strongest. Lowe

perched above a heap of

rubble shot with a 35mm

Biogon. Photograph Page 44.

Circus by Edward Brown is

one of the more rhythmic

shots in abstract photogra

phy. Photographed with a

Rollefiex at V2 second at f3.5.,

the picture was printed on

varigam made by Defender.

A Super XX film was used.

Brown tried to capture in

this acrobatic performance

the full spirit of circus life.

He strived for tempo and

movement and an overall

feeling of dramatic activity.

He is covered on Page 14.

Bierwinskie's The Fan is a

seoative study in lines and

shadow. Eight sittings were

ne.cessary in order to achieve

the desired effect. Berwinskie

strived for a brash rhythm

in the body. A delicate

white-black hue is offset by

the deep black of the fan.

The print was made espe-

cialy soft to emphasize the

body contour. The mirror in

background did not add

greatly to the effect of the

picture. Photograph Page 55

This unique study is the work

of Gita Lenz. The black and

white contrast serves to

heighten the pyramid effect

on the upper half of the pic

ture. Notice the sensitive

shadings on b.g. of the door

and the solid effect of the

car handle. The picture was

taken with a Rollefiex cam

era and 3.5 Tessar lens. The

lens opening was set at 1 /50

at f.ll. A panthermic devel

oper was used on the Super

XX film. Shown on Page 13.

Nude Before Repose is the

work of Bierwinski. Bierwin-

ski succeded in presenting a

ryhthmic reproduction of the

female anatomy. Natural

lighting was used to high

light the left side of the

model. Delicate shadings

around the back and leg are

contrasted by deep shadows

and the darker blackness of

the hair. This picture was

shot with a rofleiflex, a 3.5

Zeiss Tessar lens at 1/5 at F4

on Super XX film. Page 36.



THE NUDE

ON FILM
by NORMAN BENSON

The artistic use of the nude in

the graphic arts has to do with

the exploitation of the natural

forms of the body when ar

ranged compositionally in

space with or without other ob

jects. Traditionally the artist has

chosen the kind of composition

which emphasizes the charm

and femininity of his subjects,

exaggerating the pleasing curve,

emphasizing smoothness and

delicacy of form. The nude on

the left is in a classical sculp

tural pose, the thrust of the hip

and the raised elbows making

an S-curve which underscores

the muscular - and emotional vi

vacity of- the subject at the mo

ment when the camera has

caught her. The hands caught

to the head and the turned-in leg

make the shape an entirely

closed one. The lighting served

the basic sculptural require

ment, namely, the three-dimen

sional illusion of a solid object.

31





The photographer here used mere suggestions
of props to obtain an effect of restrained luxury.
But the curve of the carved chair back and the
elongated circular design formed by the pearls
also heighten the elliptical shape of the pic
ture as a whole. He used a Rolleiflex, shooting
on Super XX film at F 4.8 in 1/5 sec. The figure
fits into the background instead of being
modelled in the round. It is a study in circular or
nearly-circular patterns, saved from banality by
the tapering-off of the legs at the foot of the pic
ture. As is true of all figure studies, in which the
muscles are attenuated, there is a tendency
toward spiralling movement, but the spiral is
here entirely contained in a perfect ellipse. Pose
and lighting both make this picture expressive
of calm rather than of energetic action. In terms
of the tradition, the standing figure in repose is
somewhat unusual, since it is the reclining nude
which is usually used for an effect of relaxation.

Off center lighting was utilized to create the side-
shadow effect in this picture. Overhead lighting
and backspots illuminated the background.
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Low foreground lights were directed vertically
on the right side of the model. Graying shadows
were allowed to settle around the head and neck.
Opposite foreground spots were employed to
light the left wall and emphasize the center.





The partially draped nude is traditionally used for
an effect of softness, with the draping arranged with
the visual design in mind, to create a sense of easy
grace and movement. The small drapery in this pic
ture forms an encircling band but not an entirely
static one. Rather the folds of the drapery and its
sloping position on the body create movement in the
traditional manner. Note that the head is tilted at
an opposite angle. The arm is thrust down and to the
side to form another line of movement. Soft light
gently highlights muscular and formal movement
within the figure. The picture was made on Super
XX film using a Rolleiflex with Zeiss Tessar lens. It
was shot in 1/5 sec. at F 4.8. The play of shadows
behind creates upward thrusts which assert a vital
contrast to the horizontal that dominates the picture.

An upper-right spot was used to beam down the
model's left shoulder. Darkening shadows were al
lowed to settle down the front of the body tapering
off into deep shadows on the left. An overhead light
was used to create the beam effect around the model.

39





Here the main source of interest is the
line pattern which makes an integrated
shape based on almost perfect spiral.
The starting point is the wrist above the
head, the loosened hair continues the
line, it then swings over to the shoulder
and breast (stopping at the point where
a new line is introduced by light con
trast), the opposite hip takes up the
spiral flow, and it ends with the loose
piece of drapery. Like all spirals, this
one has two equal and opposite move
ments. A balancing, though slightly
weaker, spiral is traced on a line which
begins with the arm in the foreground.
The suggestions of drapery and of the
subject's dressing her hair are in the
traditional manner. Note that here again
lighting is sculptural, spiralling around
the figure in an interesting play of con
trasts. Background is negligible, except
as an area on which shadows are
thrown to set off the roundness of the
figure. This was shot on Super XX film
at F 4.8 in 1/5 sec. using a Rolleiflex.

Sidelights were used to achieve this
curious light design. Deep shadows
formed over the face and back with the
exception of a highlight on the shoulder.
The highlight there extended up the arm
and hand. A foreground spot shed light
along the buttocks and hip of the model.
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All the photographs on

these pages were taken

in Cologne, Germany.

This is or, more correctly,

was the city in which I

was born some twenty

one years ago. The pic

tures were made after

my return to the war-

devastated city in 1945.

It was about this time

that I took up pictorial

journalism. I had earlier

in life been planning for

a life in journalism, but

the Nazis quashed that

hope by preventing the

completion of my school

ing. With the end of the

war and my return to

Cologne, I began a

study of photography

with Walter Dick. These

pictures were shot while

I served this apprentice

ship. Cologne in 1945

was a heap of ruin and

rubble. Debris was piled

on every street. A more

depressing sight could

not have presented itself

to the photographer's

camera. But photogra

phy is not the documen

tation of beauty alone.

It is also concerned with

recording pictorial fact

and whatever esthetic

elements may arise from

this process are in the

photographer's vision

and not in his subject.

I started shooting the

scene. When I was

through, I had over 100

pictures taken over a

period of three years of

which only a few are re

produced here. All were

taken with a Contax





EDITOR'S NOTE: It is interesting to note in

Jacque Lowe's photographs, his use of back
grounds. Although each picture has a main

subject, the supplementary details of the pic

ture are never insignificant. It is as if the cam

era's eye was not focused solely on one object,
but probing into every corner of a scene. Pic

ture details which do not act entirely as a prop

for the central theme, but are in themselves

interesting contribute much towards the effec
tiveness of a many outdoor photographs.
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No. 2 utilizing 35 mm Biogon,

50mm Tessar and 85mm

Sonar. The additional equip

ment consisted of red, green

and yellow filters, a cable re

lease, a tripod and Afga

Superpan film. Reproduced

here is a picture of the station,

an architectural masterwork,

a frame with no glass, a com

position of light and shadow,

a pattern showing only de

struction. I wanted to shoot a

representative scene that

would depict the unfortunate

situation of the stations at

that time. I waited for the sun

to rise to its height, until the

effect was just right, then I

snapped it with my 35mm

Biogon and wide angle lens.

Then, also there is the ruined

cathedral standing alone

amidst the rubble. That photo

was also shot with a wide

angle lens at a 25th of a sec.

at f!6. There are the little rail

cars running through main

streets clearing off the re

mainders of war. I came back

to this point time and time

again and finally standing on

the lofty ruins, I succeeded in

capturing all the stark desper

ation of the moment. I caught

the shot by combining an

85mm Sonar Telelense with a

red filter. Here is a sampling

of a crippled city, a victim

of the war that deteriorated

Europe. Here is Cologne, 1945.



PUBLISHERS STATMENT

The basic idea of PHOTO ARTS was not

to further crowd the long display racks

of your local news stand. The basic idea

was to create a magazine that would

treat photography as an art form. Such a

project takes on prodigious considera

tions once begun. The main problem was

to determine the furthest possible pro

jection esthetically without seeing red

dollarwise or without failing to attain in

time an adequate public reception of

such work as PHOTO ARTS represents.

By introducing to the public new art

forms, we are entertaining the vague

and total conflict of what nom de plume

school versus what no-name movement

is the future direction of photography

as an art form. But are there specific

movements in photography today? Can

you categorize any photographer-artist

at any given level? We believe those

who attempt to sit in judgment today are

premature. The metamorphosis of pho

tography into an art form needs nutrition

and sequel development before the lay

critic can mesh and distinguish the tree

pattern of photographic heritage. The

presentation of the abstract photography

show exhibited recently at the Museum

of Modern Art is the first serious attempt

to convey to the public the experimental

techniques of individual artists whose

work will become the spearheads of new

directions in photography. If more mu

seums and galleries would follow suit

and exhibit such work, this activity

would in turn foster honest study which

might in time result in honest apprecia

tion. Let me make one point clear. We

do not preach abstraction nor do we say

prayers every night for the salonist. The

policy of PHOTO ARTS is to present ob

jectively individuals, groups, and group

movements as they appear on the hori

zon of American photography. Further

more, we do not intend to slight the ac

cepted and conventional realms of

photography and assume an over-all

character of futurism. It is the photog

rapher with his own personal vision that

we are interested in, no matter what

school he represents. There is a genuine

need for such a magazine. A magazine

which can truly claim to serve its art.

A magazine that young photographers

can identify themselves with. A maga

zine that will map the internal progres- ,

sion of photography as an art form.

1
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NUDE ON A CUSHION; (1917-18), GIANNI MATTIOLI, MILAN
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The Museum of Modern Art and the Cleveland Museum of Art have
recently held exhibitions of the work of Amedeo Modigliani. The retro
spective collection confirms Modigliani's already secure reputation as
one of the most original and delightful artists to come out of the dis
tinguished group which has worked in Paris in our time. Although Modi
gliani arrived at maturity as a painter at a time when fauvism and cubism
were the current movements— he died in 1920—he himself maintained a
masterful draftsmanship akin to the Renaissance painters of Italy. In
contrast to the still lifes of the cubists and the imaginary architecture of
his fellow-Italian, de Chirico, it was the human face and figure which
interested Modigliani. His first influences were the painters of the nineties,
clearly reflected in early Beardsleyesque exotic faces. Cezanne's influence
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stayed with him longer, as The Cello Player indi

cates. Having served his period of spiritual appren

ticeship, Modigliani quickly perfected the manner

which we recognize as so distinctively his own. In

his portraits his subjects are nearly always shown

singly, with an intensity of individual character

ization; he repeatedly solved one of modern por

traiture's most difficult problems, that is, how to

express objective truth in terms of the artist's

private compulsion. He preferred rusted colors,
elongations of tubular necks and oval heads, his

own characteristic dislocations that express so

much of varying character and mood. Taken as a

whole, the portraits constitute the cast of Modigli-

ani's personal drama and a record of many artistic

figures of his era. Probably through encouragement

from Brancusi, whom he painted in 1908, Modigli-

RECLINING NUDE, (1919), MUSEUM, OF MODERN ART



ani became interested in sculp

ture. For a few years he devoted

himself to it exclusively, working

always in stone. African Negro

work was a major influence on

his sculptural style, and this in

turn was reflected in the shapes

which keep recurring in his

paintings. Faces and bodies are

modelled in firm, decisive lines,

and the typical almond-shaped

eye is more the result of a sculp

tor's than a painter's process of

abstraction. At the same time,

Modigliani's paintings have a cer

tain delicacy which is not found

in his sculpture. For him sculp

ture was something massive,

architectural, whereas painting

was expressive and personal.



Though he was only 35 when he
died, Modigliani worked with such
intensity that he was able* to leave
behind a remarkably integrated
body of work. Most ambitious and
probably best known are the nudes,
frank and erotic, undisguised by
allegory though dignified by con
viction of style. These and the por
traits give Modigliani his distinc
tive place among twentieth-century
artists. His concern with the reality
of the human face and figure as
modified by the personal vision of
the artist makes his work especially
interesting to the serious photog
rapher. Apart from Modigliani's
actual painting technique, his work
is chiefly impressive for the choice
of the moment which is to be cap
tured, the distinctive expression
and position of the head or body.
The photographer can learn a great
deal from this modern master.



HEAD, PHIL,

FACE AND FIGURE
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CALENDAR ON WALL OF OLD MINING SHACK, TITUS CANYON, DEATH VALLEY
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WINTER STORM, MOUNT TOM, SIERRA NEVADA
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The Land of Little Rain, text by Mary Austin, photographs by Ansel

Adams. Houghton, Mifflin Co., Boston. $6.00. Mary Austin's rich
rhythmic prose has long offered itself as a challenge to the photog

rapher. He might well despair of adding anything to such works as

The Land of Little Rain. Ansel Adams, however, is more than a

recorder. A lover of the mountains and deserts of the Southwest, he

possesses an eye delicately, yet vigorously, attuned to the lands that

captured the fancy of Mary Austin. He has evoked their vast turgid

splendor. The Land of Little Rain is the expanse between the high
Sierras running southeast from Yosemite to the Mojave Desert, a

limitless and fascinating land. It brings forth a strange harvest of plant

and animal life: tree yuccas, cacti, coyotes, and lizards. On the land

live Amerindians who have retreated from the mainstream of civiliza

tion to reside in hard peace. Adams' photographs evoke the splendid

desolation of this country and its people. His classical cleanness of

execution is unmannered. More than a style, it is his way of seeing this

land. To review The Land of Little Rain with his camera and Mary
Austin's prose is to embrace an area of primordial America.



vacations... graduations

PUT YOUR PHOTO ON STAMPS
100 STAMPS

$100
Tftacte pioai cuuf fiAata,

baafed/iot vt

Pentomiti^e
� Stationery

� Greeting cards

� Photo albums

� Application forms

� Identificatibn cards

� Announcements

� Business advertising

PHOTOSTAMPS
REAL GLOSSY PHOTOGRAPHS, WITH

GUMMED BACKS AND PERFORATED...

JUST LIKE A SHEET OF 100 POSTAGE STAMPS

DON'T DELAY (

SEND IN YOUR j

ORDER TODAY! |

Attach your favorite pic- I

ture to this coupon with J

check or money-order The �

"original" and 100

PHOTOSTAMPS will be re- '

turned to you POSTPAID |

within 1 week

  I

ORDER PHOTOSTAMPS BY MAIL!
CROYDEN COMPANY 516 Fifth Ave., N. Y C 18,
Gentlemen: Date

Enclosed find  one D two  three photos and/or snapshots from which please

moke up 100 PHOTOSTAMPS of each <n $2.00 per hundred stamps

Enclosed find $ as payment in full.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

YOUR PHOTO

RETURNED

UNHARMED
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IT'S NEW

IT'S PA TENTED

IT'S TERRIFIC!

rOTODIARY
(Potent No. U.S. 138.021)

PICTURE STORY RECORD ALBUM

NO PASTE, HINGES, CORNERS****^/
Here is a new kind of photo album! A patented exclusive

feature allows the insertion of the seven most popular picture

sizes (from 2 V2 x 2 V2 up to 8x10) without the nuisance of

having to use paste, hinges, corners or measuring. Your

photographs are merely inserted into four prepared slits on

the album page — no muss — no fuss — pictures insert in a

jiffy! Each album holds 1 92 pictures. Refills available to double

album capacity. Perforated Fotodiary Record cards bound in

the back of the album allow you to keep an accurate story

of each picture together with actual technical data if desired.

Negatives can be safely filed, together with the Fotodiary

Record card, beneath your picture or alongside. Eliminates

writing on the picture itself.

The Fotodiary is bound with heavy double padded

covers and covered with genuine Lizagator Fabricoid in

rich maroon. Album size 1 1 V2 xl 1 V2 . Each album is indi

vidually boxed. $3.95 each. Refills 24 sheets for $1 00

72 Fotodiary Record Cards for 50c.

The Fotodiary can be used as a scrap book by inserting

standard black album sheets punched, ready to insert. Avail

able in 24 sheet refills — retail price $1.00.

3.95 each — POSTAGE PAID

REFILLS— 24 Sheets for 1.00 — 72 FOTODIARY RECORD CARDS for 50c

USE THIS HANDY

ORDER FORM

NOW! ¥

POLLY PRODUCTS CO.
148 LAFAYETTE ST., N. Y. 13, N. Y.

USE ORDER FORM BELOW

POLLY PROD. CO., 148 LAFAYETTE ST., N. Y. 13, N. Y.

Please send Fotodiary as advertised. Enclosed find Check Q

Money Order Q for  albums.

Name  

Address  

City State



waist level

reflex hood

Oresden

Ohageei

TELEPHOTO * WIDE ANGLE LENSES ^

35mm. f2.5 Retrofocus Wide Angle   S 99.50
40mm. f4.5 Meyer Goerlitz Wide Angle   74.50
85mm. f2.8 Steinheil Portrait Culminar tefephoto 59.95

135mm. f4.5 SteinKeil Culminar Tefephoto   ... 69.95
135rr.m. f4. 5 Meyer Goerlitz Telephoto ... 79.95
250mm. f5.5 Meyer Goerlitz Telephoto     154.18

KINE-EXAKTA
The Kine-Exakta V is the class camera in the field, the latest 35mm. model in a distinguished

line of superior cameras featuring the newest modern innovations. Only the Kine-Exakta V

allows an alternative choice of viewing and focusing, at waist level with the "Exakta"

reflex hood or at eye level with the new, sensational "Penta-Prism" finder through the
same lens. Twenty-nine shutter settings ranging from 1/1000 to 12 full seconds, a preset

self-timing automatic release, internal flash and stroboscopic synchronization, automatic

elimination of parallax and visual control of depth of field, light and color composition
make the Kine-Exakta V the most versatile tool for the creative craftsman in the field...

EXAKTA V-WlfH WAIST LEVEL REFLEX FINDER

f3.5 Zeiss Tessar "T" Coated Lens  $180.00

f2.0 Schneider Xenon "T" Coated Lens    .. 200.60'

f2.0 Zeiss B'otar "T" Coated Lens  275.00'

fl.9 Huao Meyer Goerlitz Prismoplan "T

�Plus to*
Microscope Adapter, Complete Set, Hinged,

Original lhagee, w/2 Extension Tubes    29.50
Penta-Prism Eye Level Prismatic Viewfinder   60.00*
Genuine Leather Everready Case  $12.00
Set of 3 Extension Tubes w/2 Adapters,

Original lhagee. Imported   24.00Coated Lens —       210.00*

Exclusive Sales and Service Organization in the U.S.A. for lhagee Camera Works, Germany. Exakta owners are
to indicate the serial number of their camera. Copyright 1951. EXAKTA CAMERA CO. For literature please write to

EXAKTA CAMERA COMPANY, 46 West 29th Street, New York 1, N.Y.


	Abstract photography show : Museum of Modern Art : Adams ... [et al.]

